Integrated Security Operations and
Workforce Management Platform
Leverage our cloud-based platform for better risk assessment and service
level delivery evaluation.

CLIENT DASHBOARD | FULL TRANSPARENCY | STREAMLINED COMMUNICATION | KPI & BUSINESS ANALYTICS

TIME & ATTENDANCE TRACKING
We got rid of traditional time clocks or paper timesheets and capture
everything online for easier payroll processing. Real-time alerts enable us to
ensure coverage with qualified officers at all times.

EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION
We keep officers in the field up-to-date with real-time
notifications and alerts, including text, photos and videos.
Supervisors can request a receipt when notifications are
acknowledged avoiding any misunderstanding.

CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTS
Data collected by our platform is easily aggregated and analyzed
for proper benchmarking and reporting. Reports can be
customized to meet clients' requirements and shared with all
stakeholders.

GUARD TOURS
GPS and NFC technologies ensure officer accountability and helps them
to be more productive and efficient. Real-time officer monitoring gives
our supervisors and clients the peace of mind that our officers are
fulfilling their duties.

LONE WORKER PROTECTION
We ensure security officer safety with the GPS-enabled Lone
Worker Protection feature. Officers can request immediate
assistance in an emergency.

GEOLOCATION & DISPATCH
We can easily track & locate officers outdoors with
geolocation checkpoints and indoors with NFC checkpoints.
Dispatching happens based on proximity and availability for
an alarm response.

ENSURE PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION
With our platform, clients have a view of our security personnel's
qualifications, training and certification status ensuring contract compliance.

COMMAND CENTER/GSOC
Thanks to our Command Center/GSOC, we are constantly
aware of our client's security situation and we can unify
threat analysis across multiple sites.

REAL-TIME DASHBOARD
All our clients have access to a live dashboard providing a single view
into staffing, operations and compliance. Fully customizable to meet
your requirements.
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